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Abstract 

In the wireless communications conununity \Ye are witnessing more and more 

the existence of the composiTe radio environment ( CRE) and as a consequence the 

need for reconfigurability concepts based on cognitive. coopemtiYe. and 

opportunistic algoritluns. This paper describes the fundamentals of 4G networks and 

CRE by designing a management system for the CRE (MS-CRE) component which 

attached to each nehYork. It also presents an analysis of protocol booster as an 

element of the reconfiguration in 4G nenvorks. Based on experimental research for 

the networks. it sho\\s that protocol boosters have potential to improYe protocol 

perfo nuance. 

Keywords: -IG netvrork\·, composiTe radio environment (( 'REJ. proTocol boosTer 

1. Introduction 

The CRE assumes that different radio networks can be cooperating components 

in a heterogenous wireless access infrastructure. through \Yhich nehvork pro,·iders 

can more efficiently achieve the required capacity and quality of sen·ice (QoS) 

leYels. ReconfigurabiJity enables terminals and nehYork elements dynamically to 

select and adapt to the most appropriate radio access technologies for handling 

conditions encountered in specific sen·ice area regions and time zones of the day. 

Both concepts pose ne\Y reqmrements on the management of \\treless systems. 
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Nowadays. a multiplicity of radio access teclmology (RAT) standards are used in 

"ireless communications. As shown in Figure ! .. these technologies can be rough!: 

categorized in four sets: 

• Cellular networks that include second-generation (2G) mobile systems. such as 

Glohal s,stem for Mobile CommumcatlotlS CGSM) Ill. and their eYolutwns. 

olten called 2.:'iG s' stems. such as enhanced digital GSM eYolutwn (EDtil:.:). 

General Packet Radio Access (GPRS) [2]. and IS 136m the US. These systems 

are based on TDMA technology. Third generation (3G) mobile net\\ ori-s. 

known as UniYersal Mobile Telecommunications Systems (UMTS) (WCDMA 

and cdma2000) f3l are based on CDMA technology that proYides up to 2 

Mbit/s Llmg-term eYolution (l.TE) [4-121 0f these systems is e:x.pected ln 

emlYe into 4G system providing up to 100 Mbit/s on the uplink and up to I 

Gbit/s on the downlink. The solutions "·ill be based on a combination of 

multtcarrier and space-time signal formats The network architectures include 

macro. micro. and pico cellular networks and home (HAN) and personal area 

network (PAN). 

• Broadband radio access network (BRANs) [ 13] or wireless local area net" orks 

(WLANs) [ 141 \Yhich are expected to provide up to l Gbit/s in 4G. These 

teclmologies are based on OFDMA and space-time coding. 

• Digital Yideo broadcasting (DVB) [151 and satellite conm1utlications. 

• Ad hoc and sensor networks with emerging applications 
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Figure J. Composite radio emironment in cogtlitive. cooperative. and opp01tunistic 

4G networks. 

2. System Architecture 

In order to increase the spectral efficiency furtheL besides the space.fime 

frequency coding in the physical layer, the paradigms like cognithe ( l6-18J. 

cooperative {19-21]. and opportunistic [22-241 solutions \viii be used. 

Although 4G 1s open for ne" multiple access schemes. the CRE concept 

remains attractive for increasing the serrice provision efficiency and the exploitation 

possibilities of the m·ailable RATs. The main assumption is that the different radio 

networks. GPRS. UMTS. BRAN/WLAN. DVB. and so on. can be components of a 

heterogeneous wireless access infrastucture. A net\vork provider (NP) can 0\\11 

several components of the CR infrastructure (in other \Yords. can own licenses for 

deploYing and operating different RATs). and can also cooperate "ith affiliated NPs 

In an~ case. an NP can reh on se,·eral alternate radio net\vorks and technologies. for 
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achienng the reqmred capacity and QoS levels. in a cost-efficient manner Users are 

directed to the most appropriate radio networks and technologies. at different sernce 

area regions and time zones of d1e da~. based on profile requirements and network 

performance cnteria. The various RATs are thus used in a complementar~ manner 

n1ther than competing each other. EYen no" adan a mobile handset can make a 

handoff beh,·een different RATs The deployment of CRE S\ stems can be facilitated 

by the recontigurahility concept. which is an evolution of a soft"are-defined radio 

[25. 261. The CRE requires terminals that are able to "ork mth different RATs. <md 

the existence of multiple radio net\\ orks offering alternate "ireless access 

capabilities to sen ice area regions. Reconfigurability supports the CRE concept by 

prO\ 1d111g essenttal technologies that enable terminals and network element<: 

dynamtcally (transparently and securely) to select and adapt to the set of RATs that 

are most appropriate for the conditions encotmtered in specific sen·ice area regions 

and time zones of the da~· According to the reconfigurability concept. RAT selection 

is not restricted to those that are pre-installed in the network element In fact the 

required software components can be dynamically domlloaded. installed. and 

Yalidated. Tllis makes it different from the static paradigm regarding the capabilities 

of terminals and neh\ ark elements. 

The networks proYide wireless access to IP (Internet protocols)-based 

applications and sen ice continuity in the light of infrasystem mobility. Integration of 

d1e network segments in the CR in1:l"astructure is acllieYed through the management 

system for the CRE (MS-CRE) components attached to each net\York. The 

manaoement sYstem in each network manages a specific radio teclmology bo" eYer. "" . 
the platforms can cooperate The fi'i.ed (core and bacl,bone) net\YOrk will consist of 

public and primte segments based on lpY4- and lp\6-based infrastructures A mobile 

IP (MIP) "·ill enable the mamtenance of IP-le\el cotmecll\ it~ regardless of the likel: 

changes in the underlying radio technologies used that will be imposed by the CRE 

conc~t. 
I 
Figures 2 and 3 depict the architecture of a ternunal that is capable of 

operating in n CRE context The terminals include soft\Yare and hard" are 

components (layer l and 2 functionalities) for operating \Yith different system The 

higher protocol layers. in accordance with their peer entities in the net" ork. support 
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continuous access to IP-based applications. Different protocol busters can further 

enhance the efficiency of the protocol stack. There is a need to pro,ide the best 

possible IP perfonnace owr wireless links. including legacy s~ stems. Within the 

performance implications of link characteristics (PILC) and the IETF group. the 

concept of a performance-enhancing pro'-.:Y (PEP) 127-301 has been chosen to refer to 

a set of methods used to unproYe the perfornumce of Internet protocols on net\,ork 

paths "here natiYe TCP/IP performance is degraded due to characteristics of a link. 

Different types of PEPs. depending on their basic functi01ling. are also dtstinguished. 

Some of them try to compensate for the poor performance by modif)-ing the 

protocols themselYes. In contrast a symmetric/asymmetric boosting approach. 

transparent to the upper layers. is often both more efficient and flexible 

A common frame\York to house a number of different protocol boosters 

proYides high t1exibility. as it may adapt to both the characteristics of the traffic 

being deli,ered and the particular conditions of the links. In thts sense. a control 

plane for easing the required information sharing (cross-layer commwlication and 

configmability) is needed. Furthermore. anotl1er requirement comes from the 

appearance of multihop communications. as PEPs haYe been traditionally used mer 

the last hop. so they should be adapted to the multihop scenario. 
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Figure 2 Architecture of a terminal that operates in a composite radjo emiromnent. 
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Figure 3. Architecture of a terminal that operates in the reconfigurability context 

Most communicatjons networks are subject to time and regional \-aria.tions in 

traffic demands. which lead to nlfiations in the degree to which the spectrum is 

utilized. Therefore, a service's radio spectrum can be underused at certain times or 

geographical areas. while another sen·ice may experience a shortage at the same 

time/place Giyeo the Jugh economic Yalue placed on the radio spectrum and the 

importance of spectrum efficiency. it is dear that wastage of radio spectrum must be 

a\'oided. These issues pro'fide the moth·ation for a scheme called dynantic spectnuu 

allocation (DSA. wlucb aims to manage the spectrum utilized by a conYerged radio 

system and share it bet\ -een participating rad io networks oYer space and time to 

increase oYernll spectrum efficiency. as shoml in Figures 4. and 5. 

Composite radio systems and rec<>nfigurabilit. ·. discussed abm·e. are potential 

enablers of DSA systems. C roposite radio systems allow seamless deli,·ery of 

sen·ices through the most appropriate access network. and close nehYork cooperation 

can facilitate the sharing not only senices but also spectmm. Reconfigurability is 

nlso ~'l ,-ery important issue. since with a DSA system a radio access network could 

potentially be allocated any frequency ut am· time in ru.1y location. It should be noted 

that the application layer is enhanced with the means to S) n hronize ·arious 
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information streams of the same application. which could be transported 

sinmltaneously oYer different RATs. 
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Figure 4. Fixed spectrum allocation compared to contjguous and fragmented DSA. 
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Figure 5. DSA operation configurations : (a) static (current spectrum allocations): (b) 

continuous DSA operations: (c) discrete DSA operations. 

The termin. I mnnag ment sys tem (TMS) is essential for pronding 

funclionaUty that xploits lh CR em ironment. On the user/terminal side, the main 
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focus is on the determination of the networks that proYide. in a cost-efficient manner. 

the best QoS leYels for the set of actiYe applications. A llrst requirement is that the 

MS-CRE should exploit the capabilities of the CR infrastructure Tllis can be done in 

a reactiYe or proactiYe member. 

ReactiYeh _ the MS-C'RE reacts to ne" sernce area conditions. such as the 

unexpected emergence of hot spots. Proactiwly. the management s' stem can 

anticipate changes in the demand pattern. Such situations can be aile' iated b~ using 

alternate components of the CR infrastructure to achieYe the required capaCity and 

QoS leYels. The second requirement is that the MS-CRE should prm ide resource 

brokerage functionality to enable the cooperation of the net\Yorks of the CR 

mfrastucture. Finall~. parts of the MS-CRE should be capable of dtrecting users to 

the most appropriate networks of the CR infrastucture. "·here they will obtain 

sen·ices efficiently in terms of cost and QoS. To achieYe the abm e requirements the 

MS architecture shom1 in Ftgure 6. is required 

The architecture consists of tluee main logical entities: 

• Monitoring. serYice-lewl information and resource brokerage (MSRB). 

• Resource management strategies (RMS ). 

• Session managers (SMs). 
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fi.~rure () Architecture of the MS-CRE 
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The MSRB entity identifies the triggers (eYents) that should be handled by the MS

CRE and proYides corresponding auxiliary (supporting) functionality. The RMS 

entity prm·ides the necessary optimization functionality. The SM entity is in charge 

of interacting "ith the actiYe subscribed user/ternlinals. The operations steps and 

cooperation of the RMS components are shom1 in Ftgures 7 and X . respecri' eh 

In order to gain an insight mto the scope and range of possible 

reconfigurations. reYie'' the net" ork and protocol stack architectures of the basic 

CRE components as indicated in Figure 1. 
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3. Protocol Boosters Analysis 

As pointed out in Figure 2 .. an element of the reconf1guration in 4G nen,orks 

are protocol boosters. A protocol boosters is a soft,yare or hardware module that 

trmlsparently improYes protocol performance. The booster cm1 reside any" here in the 

net" ork or end systems. and may operate independently (one-element booster) or m 

cooperation "·ith other protocol boosters (multielement booster). Protocol boosters 

proYide ru1 architectural alternatiYe to existing protocol adaptation techniques. such 

as protocol com ersion 

A protocol booster 1s a supporting agent that by 1tself is not a protocol lt ma~ 

dd delete or delaY protocol messages. but neYer originates. terminates. or com ert 
a ~- - . 
that protocol. A multielement protocol booster ma~ define ne" protocol messages to 

exchange among then1Se1Yes. but these protocols are originated and terminated b~ 

prot
9

col booster elements. and are not Yisible or mem1ingful external to the booster 

Figure !J sho" s the information flo" in a generic t" o-element booster A protocol 

:H'c)>k' t:trt:p:u·t:·11 ! \(' 1hc protocol being boosted Thus the elimination of a 

pr,llCic,d bc;c,stcr \\ill nn1 prE"·ent end-tn-end communication. as would. for example. 

the renH•\;1! of' cme t~nd nf :-~ cotwersinn (e g a TCP/IP header compression unit) 
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Figure '0 T\\ o-element booste1 

Some exrunp1es of protocol busters are: 

1. One-element error detection booster for UDP 

UDP has an optional 16-bit checksum field in the header If it contains the 

' alue zero. it means that the checksum was not computed by the source. 

Computing this checksum may be wasteful on a reliable LAN. On the other 

hand. if errors are possibk. the checksum greatly improYes data integritY. A 

transmitter sending data does not compute a checksum for either local or 

remote destinations. For reliable local communications, this saYes the 

checksum computation (at the source and destination). For "ide-area 

communication. the single-element error detection booster computes the 

checksum and puts it into the UDP header. The booster could be located either 

in the source host (below the leYel of UDP) or in gate"·ay machine. 

2. One-element ACK compression booster for TCP 

On a system "·ith assymetric chmmel speeds. such as broadcast sate11ite. the 

fom m·d (data) chrumel ma~ be COI1SJderably faster than the return (ACK) 

channel On such a system. many TCP ACKs may bwld up m a queue. 

inneasing round-trip time and thus reducing the transmission rate for a giYen 

TCP windmY size. The nature ofTCP's cumulatiYe ACKs means that any ACK 

ackno" ledges as least as many b)1es of data as any earlier ACK Consequently. 

if seYeral ACKs are in a queue. it is necessm)· to keep only the ACK that has 

arriYed most recently. A simple ACK compression booster could et1Sure that 

only a single ACK exists in the queue for each TCP connection. (A more 

sophisticated ACK compression booster allo"·s some duplicate ACKs to pass. 

allo"ing the TCP transmitter to get a better picture of net"·ork congestion.) 
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3. 

4. 

The booster increases the protocol performance because it reduces the ACK 

latency and allmYs faster transmission for a giYen "indow size. 

One-element congestion control booster for TCP 

Congestion control reduces buffer oYerflo\\ loss b~· reducing the transmission 

r:Jt<:' at the source ,,hen the ne~,-ork is congested. A TCP transmitter deduces 

information about net\\ork congestion by exammmg ackno\\ledgments (ACKs) 

sent by the TCP receiYer If the transmitter sees se,·eral AC Ks "ith the same 

sequence number. then it assumes that network congestion caused a loss of data 

messages. If congestion is noted in a subnet. then a control booster could 

artificially produce duplicate ACK.s. The TCP receiver \Yould think that data 

messages haYe been lost because of congestion. and "ould reduce its "indo" 

size. thus reducing the amount of data it injects into the net\YOrk. 

One-element ARQ booster for TCP 

TCP uses ARQ to retransmit data unacknowledged by the receiYer "hen a 

packet loss is suspected. such as after a retransmission timeout expires. 

Assuming the net\York of Figure 9. (except that Booster B does not exist). then 

an ARQ booster for TCP will: 

a) cache packets from Host Y: 

b) if it sees a duplicate acknowledgment arriYe from Host X and it has the next 

packet in the cache. then it deletes the acknowledgment and retransmits the 

next packet (because a packet must haYe been lost behYeen the booster and 

Host X): 

c) delete packets retransmitted from Host Y that haYe been ackno" I edged b~ 

Host X 

The ARQ booster improYes performance by shortening the retransmission path 

A typical application "ould be if Host X "ere on a wireless net"ork and the 

booster were on the interface bet\Yeen the ''ireless and wireline nehYorks. 

5. f A forward erasure correction booster for IP or TCP 

!IR 

For mm1y real time and multicast applications. fonYard error correction coding 

1s desirable. The t" o-element FZC booster uses a packet fom ard error 

correction code and erasure decoding. The FZC booster at the transmitter side 

6. 

7. 
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of the network adds parity packets. The FZC booster at the receiYer side 

remo,·es the parity packets and regenerates missing data packets. The FZC 

booster can be applied bet\\ een any t\YO points in a net\York (including the end 

systems). If applied to an IP. then a sequence number booster adds sequence 

number information to the data packets before the first FZC booster Tf applied 

to TCP (or any protocol "·ith sequence number information)_ then the FZC 

booster can be more efficient because: 

a 1 it does not need to add sequence numbers. 

b1 it could add ne" parity information on TCP retrm1smission (rather than 

repeating the same parities)_ 

At the receiYer side. the FZC booster could combine information from multiple 

TCP retransmissions for FZC decoding. 

Two-element jitter control booster for IP 

For real time communications. we may be mterested in bounding the mnount of 

jitter that occurs in the nenvork. A jitter control booster cm1 be used to reduce 

jitter at the expense of increased latency. At the first booster element the 

timestamps m·e generated for each data message that passes. These timestamps 

are transmitted to the second booster element. which delays messages and 

attempts to reproduce the intermessage interyal that \Yas measured by the first 

booster element. 

T\YO-element selectiYe ARQ booster for IP or TCP 

For links with significant errors rate using a selectiw ARQ protocol (\Yith 

seiectiYe acknmdedgment and selectiYe retransmission) can significant!~ 

imprm e the efficiency compared to using Tcp· s ARQ (\\ ith cumulatiYe 

ackt1o" ledgment and possibly go-back-N retransmission) The two element 

ARQ booster uses a selecti' e ARQ booster to supplement TCP by 

a) caching packets in the upstream booster. 

b) sending negati Ye acknowledgments when gaps are detected in the 

do\\nstream booster. 

c) selecliYely retrm1smitting the packet requested m the negatiYe 

ackno" ledgments (rf they m·e in the cache). 
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Some exrunp1es of protocol busters are: 

1. One-element error detection booster for UDP 

UDP has an optional 16-bit checksum field in the header If it contains the 

' alue zero. it means that the checksum was not computed by the source. 

Computing this checksum may be wasteful on a reliable LAN. On the other 

hand. if errors are possibk. the checksum greatly improYes data integritY. A 

transmitter sending data does not compute a checksum for either local or 

remote destinations. For reliable local communications, this saYes the 

checksum computation (at the source and destination). For "ide-area 

communication. the single-element error detection booster computes the 

checksum and puts it into the UDP header. The booster could be located either 

in the source host (below the leYel of UDP) or in gate"·ay machine. 

2. One-element ACK compression booster for TCP 

On a system "·ith assymetric chmmel speeds. such as broadcast sate11ite. the 

fom m·d (data) chrumel ma~ be COI1SJderably faster than the return (ACK) 

channel On such a system. many TCP ACKs may bwld up m a queue. 

inneasing round-trip time and thus reducing the transmission rate for a giYen 

TCP windmY size. The nature ofTCP's cumulatiYe ACKs means that any ACK 

ackno" ledges as least as many b)1es of data as any earlier ACK Consequently. 

if seYeral ACKs are in a queue. it is necessm)· to keep only the ACK that has 

arriYed most recently. A simple ACK compression booster could et1Sure that 

only a single ACK exists in the queue for each TCP connection. (A more 

sophisticated ACK compression booster allo"·s some duplicate ACKs to pass. 

allo"ing the TCP transmitter to get a better picture of net"·ork congestion.) 
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4. Discussion and further development 

4o wireless net\Yorks might be using a spatial notching (angle a) to suppress 

completely antenna radiation to\Yards the user. as illustrated in Figure I o. These 

solutions "ill be referred to as -green wireless networks- for ob\ious reasons ln 

order to ensure the connectiYity Ill the case when alllt::HUil iuU...: i:> uu! uu ..:""',;~,, "·-'. '" 

the access point a multihop conununication. "Ith the possibiht: of relayutg. b 

required In addition. to reduce the oYerall transnul power a cooperati\ e transtmt 

diYersity and adaptiYe medium access control {MAC) protocol can be used 
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The booster increases the protocol performance because it reduces the ACK 

latency and allmYs faster transmission for a giYen "indow size. 

One-element congestion control booster for TCP 

Congestion control reduces buffer oYerflo\\ loss b~· reducing the transmission 

r:Jt<:' at the source ,,hen the ne~,-ork is congested. A TCP transmitter deduces 

information about net\\ork congestion by exammmg ackno\\ledgments (ACKs) 

sent by the TCP receiYer If the transmitter sees se,·eral AC Ks "ith the same 

sequence number. then it assumes that network congestion caused a loss of data 
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4. Discussion and further development 

4o wireless net\Yorks might be using a spatial notching (angle a) to suppress 

completely antenna radiation to\Yards the user. as illustrated in Figure I o. These 

solutions "ill be referred to as -green wireless networks- for ob\ious reasons ln 

order to ensure the connectiYity Ill the case when alllt::HUil iuU...: i:> uu! uu ..:""',;~,, "·-'. '" 

the access point a multihop conununication. "Ith the possibiht: of relayutg. b 

required In addition. to reduce the oYerall transnul power a cooperati\ e transtmt 

diYersity and adaptiYe medium access control {MAC) protocol can be used 
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